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Winters: A Testament
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POETRY
THREE PJOEMS
A

WIN T E R

EV E N I N G

%

Near Alviso,_ California
The earth for miles is massed with wet:
Small tree ,and,bush and hedge of briar '
Have sunk from shape with help nor let
,As rank confusion gathers higher.
Each little house,beside the road,
In weedy field, ,with rotting felice,'
Groans and subsides, a broken load
Dropped there by thwarted diligence.
And by a swollen ditch, a dog,
. "
Mud-soaked ~nd happy, in a daze
Works into rain as dark as fog,
And moves down coldly solvent ways.
A

TESTAMENT

To One Now a Child
One wills and moves:- the gain
Is paid for byour pain;
"[he very strength we choose,
By what we lose.
God is revealed in this:
That some go not amiss,
But through hard labor teach
What we may reach.
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These gave us life through death:
Jesus of Nazareth,
Archaic Socrates,
And such as these.
,

o small and fair of face!
In this appalling place,
The conscious soul must give
Its life to live.

A

TENTATIVE

I -

, OF AN ACADEMIC
,
'

DRAFT
ECLOGUl:

Buster ,Brawl was energetic,
;Electrical, and plain emetic.
~He had attained to eminen~e:
IMaster
of his mis'takes in sense
,
And wise by his own mastered rules,
lA perfect paragon of fools.
,

'.1"

iHe placed his feet with solid thump
Reverberant in paunch and rump.
Behind each fierce dogmatic antic .
There lurked his love of the Romantic.
;Each pun of Lamb he made a note,
;Knew Byron's every quip by, rote, .
ruffed doglike by the Noble Bard
By cataloguing very hard.
I

~

solid scholar of his kind,
lVith something working in! his mind,
With footnotes littered on the floor,
In
travail behind bolted door,
I·
By measuring his words each way
~d guessing what he had to say,
He trimmed the whole Romantic School
to a convenient classroom rule.
~yron and Keats, our little dolt
CCompressed into a word: Revolt.
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